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Tunnels in soft ground - The Belgian experiences
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SYNOPSIS : Belgium knows at present a hlgh level of underground construction with a wlde range

of works from small water or sewerage pipe systems to large railway or road tunnels. Different
design and bulldlng approaches are used : cut and cover method with retaining walls, pipe lacking,
driven galleries, shield excavated or sunken elements tunnels and other underground techniques.
This paper reports about two cases of bored tunnels in soft ground which dlmenslons, technical
features and significant soil problems encountered, make them outstanding exemples of belgian

tunneling know-how. 
1. Topographic and geological features of Belglum

2. The Hades project at Mol

Belgium ls, from a topographic polnt of vlew. a flat lowland at the west and

The Belgian Nuclear Research Center (CEN/SCK) has carried out at Mol the

highest point ls reached at 694 m in the far eastern Ardennes region. To the
north of a llne following the Meuse and Sambre valleys, the bedrock surface
ls covered by soft layers mainly constituted by a succession of sandy and
clayed solls spread from the central Brabant plateau down to the Flanders
lowlands and the North sea shore (flg.1). Underground construction ln these
area concerns mostly tertiary and quaternary soll deposits down to a depth

technical and economical feasibility of excavating repository galleries for
high level radioactive waste in the plastic Boom clay.

the north and a gently roughly country at the south and east where the

of about 250 m. V

construction of a deep underground laboratory ln the aim to assess the

At the Mol site this clay ls lylng at depths from 160 to 270 m. lt can be
considered as a very hard over consolidated clay (OCR = 2.4) of high
plasticity (average IP == 47%) a bulk weight -y of about 20 kN/ms and a
moisture content ranging from 20 to 27 %. The undrained shear strength cu
ranges from 0.8 to 1.0 MPa.

i f

The upper layers, corresponding to the quaternary deposits, are malnly
redeposlted eollan loess and loam in the central region and flne and medium
sands ln the northern region. Thick alluvlonary deposits of sands, clays and
peat are encountered in fluvlal valleys and stuaries zones.

The quaternary deposits overlap Miocene sand and Ollgocene clay
formations most of them havlng northern increasing thickness and dipping.

The underground laboratory (flg.2) consists of

- an access shaft of 229 m depth with an Internal diameter l.D. of 2.65
m except in the 13 length bottom part of the shaft (connecting
chamber) with an l.D. = 4 m.

the underground laboratory, 32 m length with an l.D. = 3,5 m lined
with cast Iron and concrete segments. Portholes ln the llnlng allow
access to the surrounding clay for experimental purposes,
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Fig.1 Geological map of Belgium with the soft ground area (into the circle)

concerned by this tunnel report. 

Fig.2 Outllne of the underground experimental laboratory at Mol.

a complementary experimental drift at level - 246.2 m, 7 m length,
l.D. »= 1.4 m

the test drift 62 m length, wlth l.D. ranging from 2.64 m in the access

section near the connecting chamber, to 3,5 m ln the half way
concrete linlng section and to 4;07 m in the end sliding steel lining
section.

2. 1 Design features

approaches taking into account creep behaviour of clay have been

extensively used. The flrst one, the computer code GEFDYN considering
critical state, effective stress-strain relations (Aubry et al., 1986). and the
second one, the computer code GEOMEC (Flousset, 1989) conslderlng total
stress-strain hardening or softening relations. Both numerical codes were
mainly used for plane strain approaches.

A

To excavate the access shaft, the overlapping water bearing sand and clay

layers were previously frozen with a calcium chloride brine at - 25° C
circulating in a well system. The upper part of the shaft was lined with e high
strength concrete double rings and the bottom part _with poured monolithic
concrete.

The underground laboratory was mechanically excavated ln frozen clay and

lined with cast iron segments, steel frames and reinforced concrete (De
Bruyn et al., 1987). The experimental lower gallery and the test drift were
excavated without freezing the soil in order to assess the clay behaviour

when digging at llthostatic temperature.

The lining thlck was preliminary evaluated by the Davidoff-Wianecki

(Wianeckl, 1965) methodmodlfied by De Beer and Lousberg (1968). This
theoretical approach, which Is part of the so-called hyperstatlc 'reaction
methods, takes into account a lining rlng as a stand alone element, bearing
internal and external loads, the external loads acting ln connection with
variable geostatlc pressures (Huergo, 1985).
Calculations are carried out assuming the following hypothesis:

a) the llnlng rlng behaves as anelastlc, hyperstatic. circular continuous
structure

Analytical preliminary design has been refined by using several numerical
finite elements computer codes ln order to simulate excavation steps and to
compare theoretical values and in situ measurements. Mainly two numerical

Stress-strain variations while excavation is -progressing, were simulated In
calculations by applying a support flctive pressure which decreases when the
excavation moves away from the considered cross section.

2.2 Behaviour measurements

Several checks of computed and measured values have been performed (De
-Bruyn et al., 1989). Both numerical approaches give total llning pressures
ranging from 1.8 to 2.2 MPa In good agreement with measurement values.
Closure measurements are higher than computed values, total closure is
estimated to reach 0.04 to 0.05 rn. Flg.5 shows twice the early closure values
measured in the clay above the exploratory drift and computed with the
GEFDYN code. lt can be noticed that whlle computed closure tends towards
a boundary value, measured closure still increases.
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b) forces and displacements are carried out together by the lining and
the surrounding ground. Then a continuous contact at the lining

ground interface is assumed. The elastic subgrade response acts ln
proportion to the horizontal displacement

c) the applied loads are symmetrical in relation to the vertical diameter.
The statlc"structure can be considered as an embedded elastic half
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The kinematic schema of flg.4 shows how the lining ls assumed to work. The _,
whole horizontal positive displacement u, due to external loads ls reduced ’~"“

to the final displacement ua by the negative displacement u, due to the .
ground lateral reaction.

0

The displacement value U2 depends on the thickness H, of the ground mass
which effectively acts against the lining horizontal outward displacement. De

Beer and Lousberg (1968) suggested that the “active” thickness ls the one "1 5 I2 1 ID 24 1

of the earth zone where the stresses ax exceed 10 percent of either the
horizontal geostatic pressure p,,,, or the elastic lateral ground reaction
pressure values. For calculations, the highest thickness value ls chosen as
the active thickness H,

rms l nays l

Fig.6 Measured and computed closure in the experimental drift (code
GEOMEC, from De Bruyn, et al. 1989).

Back analysis have been intensively carried out with analytical "friendly"
codes developed assuming axisymmetrical elastic-plastic clay behaviour at
different times t,. Indeed, the code EPLAST (De Bruyn, '1990)`allows fairly
numerical simulation when behaviour parameters are adapted in order to
adjust displacement values measured into the surrounding ground (fig.7).
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Moreover, flg.9 compares calculated and measured total and effective radial
o, and tangential 0, pressures with _increase distance -r to the axis of the
tunnel. It can be observed that most' of the experimental pressure points fit
around the computed stresses for several support pressures and gap values.

3. The Scheldt Metro tunnel at Antwerp

To link the urban and lndustrlal areas of the left and rlght banks of the
Scheldt river, the Antwerp underground transport system-carried out the
construction of a tunnel under the rlver as an extension of the downtown

l

_ _ measured
\

network. The tunnel is actually a couple of shafts with an inside diameter of
5.7 m each. The total tunnel length between the heads ls about 1050 m with
a maximum depth of about 32 m below the medium tide mark, and a ground
cover below the river bed of about 7 m.
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Local geological conditions are shown in flg.10. The shafts run trough the
quaternary and tertiary sands and, ln the lower sections under the river bed,
trough the Ollgocene tertiary clay. (Hemerijckx et al., 1983). This medium

2 4 6 B 10 12

hlgh elastic flssured clay called "Boom clay' gets within it calcareous

horizons containing hard carbonate concretions or "septarias".
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Fig.7 Test drift- Calculated and in situ closure values (code EPLAST, from
De Bruyn, et al.,1990).
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An other analytic instantaneous elasto-plastlc' code HYDFIOC (Huergo and
Nakhle, 1988) takinglnto account the Influences of the water pressure and
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the tunnel face, according tothe spherical shape stress-strain hypothesis
(Egger,1974), has been used wlth different laboratory and ln situ measured
parameters ln order to found by trial, the best fitted total stress and closure
values (Ramaeckers, 1992). Flg.B shows how closure measurements are
approached when changing support pressures as a function of the radlal
distance r to the tunnel axis' (support pressure ranges from 759 to 1268
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Fig.il0 Geological proflle at the tunnel site (from De Schrilver and
Hemerilckx, 1991)

kPa)(De Bruyn 'et al., 1993).
0.25 - _

3.1 Design features

il 2 

Shaft excavation was undertaken with an hydroshleld boring machlne with
4 cutterarms head able to tunneling ln difficult soft ground including boulders
or hard concretions.
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The tunnel lining consists of precast concrete wedge blocks. The rings have
7 segments lncludlng the key. Each segment is 1,2 m wide, 0,45 m thlck,

weighs 4,500 kg and ls provided with an outer and an lnner watertight
gaskets. The gaskets have to withstand waterpressures up to 350 kPA and
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to allow displacements which might occur with ground differential settlement
(Wittemans and Hemerilckx, 1988).
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Deslgn of the llnlng has to take into account pressures from differentground
layers, especially the stlff flssured Boom clay which was assumed to has
been consolidated under a 50 m thick Miocene sand layer. The deepest
section of the tunnel runs about 400 m through this clay. As far as at the
rlver bed the sand thickness decreases to about 6 m, the horizontal pressure
o,,, was assessed as ranging with depth from o,, = Kp ow (mln), where om,

distant: from tunnel axis (n)

Flg.B Test drift-measured and computed closure values u for different
distances r to the axis of the tunnel (from Ramaeckers. 1992).

6000.0 -

snoa.o ~

(min) is the ground self weight and Kp the passive earth pressure coefficient,

to ooh = Ko oo, (max), where om, (max) is the geostatic stress taking ln
account overconsolidatlon effects and K0 the earth pressure coefficient at

Sgf

rest.
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As for the Hades project, early lining calculations have been carried out with
the above mentlonned Davidoff-Wlanecki-De Beer-Lousberg method. An
alternative calculation method, "the polygonal method" (Szechy, 1966), has
been also used for preliminary design. The basic feature ls that the lining ring
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ls substituted for a polygone with g straight sides, flxed hlnges and radial
springs replacing the elastic earth support (fig.11).

2mm.0 " .-°""

The polygone is considered as supported all around the perimeter. lf the
lining-ground contact allows axlal sliding the equivalent springs are disposed

-O

on radial axes (fig.11a). lf the ground-lining contact is a friction contact,
vertical and horizontal springs are connected to the hinges of the polygone

1ooa.a ~

o_o 1 l l I l l l : I |

(fig.1 1 b).
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The external loads are considered as concentrated forces at the hinges of
the polygone. Llberatlng the fixed hinges, moments M, will be applied so that
there will be no movement.

FIQ-9 Te_St drift-measured and computed total (o,, ca) and effective
(0,. U B) radial and tangential pressures (from Fiamaeckers, 1992).
129
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3.2 Behaviour measurements

I\
&

Pressure water and total cells where installed in 3 lining cross sections with
one couple on the Boom clay and the other one ln the right bank Miocene
sand. Each section gets 8 total Glijtzl pressure cells fitted at the lining-soll

interface. The water pressure cells were fitted into the clay at the
neighborhood of the total pressure cells. (flg.14)
‘NI T1

Fig.11 (a) Axial sliding equivalent support'
(b) Frlctlon contact equivalent support
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lf under the external loads, the ring takes a horizontal egg-shape
deformation, some springs at the crown zone can be extended. The analysis
will be carried then alter elimination of these springs over a zone bounded
by a variable central angle. An example is shown in flg.12 where the central
angle B is near 90°. Then the adopted calculation schema is the symmetrical
half cross section of the tunnel with an unbeddlng crown quarter zone.
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Fig.12| . Equivalent polygone with unbeddlng crown zone (from Schaefer,
1979)
The ground stress-straln relations are assumed to follow the Wlnckler linear

law with a coefficient of subgrade reaction k depending on the soil

characteristics and the tunnel dimensions.

Hemerijckx, 1991).

Measurements show thatafter an early period of rather erratic variations due,
partly, to the influence of grout lnlection, total pressure on the lining reaches

ll .

for most cells, a steady value, while the others indicate slowly increasing
values. The measurements range from about 340 to 720 kPa ln the clay layer

and from 190 to 320 kPa In the Miocene sand after survey periods of

respectively 5 and 3 months of (Hemerljckx et al., 1989). The tldal influence

on the total measured pressures is about 45 kPa representing a tidal
variation of 4,5 m (fig.15).
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Flg.14 Total and water pressure cells set-up (from De Schrijver and
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Fig.15 Total and water pressure values ln clay (measurement lining ring
2371; from De Schrllver and Hemerijckx, 1991).
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Flg.13 Coupled equivalent rings (from Herman, 1976, Van Cotthem, 1993).

For a better understanding of lining behaviour the polygonal plane analysis
has been Improved with FEM codes taking into account interaction between
rings when excavation proceeds ln order to assess radial shear stresses from

one rlng to the previous erected one. Flg.13 shows how it was done by
coupling two side by side rings by axlal elastic rods (Herman, 1976).
The linlng itself was modellzed as a mesh of elastic rod elements. Each

element being constituted of four polygonal llne segments. The hinge
connections of the second ring are rotated over a half element of the first
one.- The elastic earth support Is modellzed by radlal rods, placed at each
segment’s corner polnt (Van Cotthem,1993).

Fig.16 shows that measured total pressures in clay are in general near or
less the calculated values, while in sand some measurements at the level of
the horizontal diameter, show pressures hlgher than calculated, specially ln
instrumented cross section 1735.
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Fig.16 Total and water pressure - Comparative graphs between calculated
and measured values (from De Schrljver and Hemerilckx, 1991)
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Fig.17 Piezometric levels at the tunnel site (from Hemerijckx et al.1989).
Piezometer measurements in Boom clay show that water pressures are lower

than expected when considering water level In the Miocene sand layers
situated above the clay. Also the hydrostatic plots ln the clay (fig.17) show
that in situ measured pressures are lower than the theoretical line joining
bottom Miocene sand and upper Oligocene sand pressures. Hemerilckx et
al. (1989) suggest that these lower pressure values might be a consequence
of the tunnel caused drainage.

4. Conclusions
Two relevant cases of tunneling in soft ground have been examinated. As far

as severe ground conditions were locally encountered, several design
hypothesis have' been advanced taking into account different soil-lining
Interaction hypothesis, ranging from wholly elastic to elasto-visco-plastic
behaviour. Final design integrated results from some of these calculation
hypothesis in order to evaluate lower and upper boundaries for short and

long term behaviour. ln- sltu measurements confirm that expected
performances are near the calculated ones. More design and measurement
improvements, specially ln the case of the Hades project, would enlarge
knowledge about actual behaviour of tunnels ln soft ground.
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